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The highest mountains in Anatolia are Mount SÃ¼phan (4058 m) and Mount Ararat (5123 m). The
Euphrates, Araxes Kara su and Murat rivers connect the Anatolian plateau to the South Caucasus and the
Upper Euphrates Valley.Along with the Ã‡oruh, these rivers are the longest in Anatolia.. Geographical
definition
Anatolia - Wikipedia
The Americas (also collectively called America; French: AmÃ©rique, Spanish/Portuguese: AmÃ©rica)
comprise the totality of the continents of North and South America. Together, they make up most of the land
in Earth's western hemisphere and comprise the New World.. Along with their associated islands, they cover
8% of Earth's total surface area and 28.4% of its land area.
Americas - Wikipedia
2200BC-2000BC -3000BC: A problem of global climatic change: Regarding an SBS documentary screened
in Australia on Ancient Apocalypse on 17 March 2002, on the Egypt of 5000 years ago. The Sphinx already
exists at Giza, the Old Kingdom flourishes. Changelessness is the theme for the daily life of average
Egyptians, but about 2200BC the Old Kingdom collapses.
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